A leave-one-out method was used to evaluate and compare the performance of GMR and AKDE in predicting the tumour motion.
Mixture Regression (GMR) and Adaptive Kernel Density Esti mation (AKDE) were trained on these nine datasets to predict the respiratory signal by updating the surface motion and CCM.
A leave-one-out method was used to evaluate and compare the performance of GMR and AKDE in predicting the tumour motion.
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I. INT RODUCTION

R
ESPIRATORY motion induces uncertainty in Image Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT) and Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (lMRT) , can results in sub optimal dose delivery to the target or normal tissue [2] . Respiratory motion is also a source of degradation in Positron Emission Tomography (PET), where movement can adversely affect subsequent clinical diagnosis such as the position and extent of a tumour [3] .
Motion correction can be used to address these issues. For radiotherapy, the tumour position can be imaged and tracked directly using fluoroscopic images. However, in vivo tumour tracking is not applicable in certain situations. As an alternative, implanted fiducial marker in the tumour or host organs has been used as a surrogate to enhance identification of tumour position [4] . Several studies have used gold fiducial markers that are detectable under x-ray illumination. The application of implanted markers is however limited due to their invasive nature and the increased risk of pneumothorax [5] .
To decrease the additional dose from radiographic imaging, episodic imaging can be combined with measurement of the external breathing signal to construct a correlation model. During treatment this model can be used to estimate tumour position. Beddar et al. proposed to use the correlation between the motion of an external marker and internal fiducials im planted in the liver [6] . However, most studies suggest that the correlation is non-stationary and there is a lag time between image acquision, processing and dose delivery. To address these issues, predictions models based on observed anterior respiratory signal are now gaining significant interest [4] .
The primary aim of this study is to generate a patient specific prediction model to predict the 3D future position of the tumour based upon the predicted position of a surrogate signal. By predicting the position of the anterior abdomi nal/thoracic surface, the correlation between this estimated future surrogate position and the future tumour position can be made via a CCM. In this work, the performances of two different prediction models are compared: Adaptive Kernel Density Estimation (AKDE) and Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR), using a leave-one-out cross-validation to evaluate performance. In doing so, nine dynamic CT datasets of patients with lung cancer were used. Their surface and tumour position were extracted. The AKDE and GMR were trained on these datasets to estimate the future position of anterior surface. In addition, the CCM model is created by these datasets to map external and internal motion.
II. METHODOLOGY AND PRELIMINARY RESULT S
A. Methodology
In the present study, the external surface motion is observed by extracting the chest surface from dynamic CT data. Prin cipal Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to the external surface motion data to project it to a lower dimension.
Tumour volume was calculated through segmentation and labeling of tumour lesions in each phase of the dynamic CT data using ITK-SNAP [7] . The motion of the tumour's centre of gravity is then tracked in each phase. CCA is then used to find two basis vectors for tumour motion (u) and external surface motion (v) such that the correlation between data : CCA :
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:\, ' projections on these vectors is maximized. Finally, a GMR and AKDE models are trained on the data to estimate the position of the lung tumour with the external thoracic and abdomen surface as a surrogate. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic process of prediction correlation model for predicting the future position of the tumour via anterior external surface as a surrogate. As can be seen in Figure 1 , the future position of the anterior surface is obtained using AKDE and GMR and their results will be used in a correlation step where the future position of the internal tumour is predicted using a CCM model.
B. Data
Ta ble I presents the characteristics of nine patients 4D CT image with lung cancer used in this study. Each dataset comprises ten phases of a 3D CT volume during one average respiratory cycle. These datasets were collected from different sources. Datasets 1-5 were acquired using a helical 4D CT system located at the Lon Brard Cancer Center [8] . Datasets 6-8 were acquired on a cine 4D CT system located in the MD Anderson Cancer Center [9] . The 9th dataset was a cine 4D CT from Royal Surrey Country Hospital.
C. External Suiface Motion
No external tracker signal was available thus the CT datasets themselves were used to extract their own respective surfaces information. Intensity thresholding was followed by edge detection to extract the anterior surface motion. The steps are described in Figure 2 . Firstly each trans-axial slice of a dynamic CT data volume was truncated to include only the abdominal/thoracic surface. Each image was then converted to binary form to illustrate clearly the edge of the upper skin surface from the background. The edge-detector was used to obtain all pixels coordinates on the outer contour that cover the upper skin surface of each slice to obtain the whole body anterior surface. Control points were used to interpolate from these surfaces. These points were used to reduce dimensionality. This process was repeated across all phases in the dynamic dataset, to track the surface motion. Pixel spacing and slice thickness information were utilized along with the points to create real world dimensions of motion. Two patches were allocated onto the abdominal and thoracic surfaces. Figure 3 illustrates the external surface that is divided into two sections, thoracic (s (T )) and abdomen regions (s(A) ). The thoracic motion sequences were arranged as a vector s� T) (s� A) has similar structure):
s n -Xn , l , Yn , l , Zn , l , ··· , Xn , p, Yn , p, zn , p ,
where Xn , l , Yn , l , Zn , l , ... , xn , p, Yn , p, zn , p are the Cartesian coordinates of each pixel in phase n and p is number of voxel on the surface. PCA was applied to project the extracted motion into a lower dimensional subspace. These signals will be used in the CCM to measure the correlation of each section with the internal tumour.
D. Tumour Motion
Tumour motion in the lungs was extracted from the nine patients' dynamic CT datasets as follows: Firstly, the tumour volume was segmented manually and labeled for each phase as can be seen in Figure 4 . For each dynamic CT dataset, the tumour volume (point cloud) was extracted from the whole image using the associated label and its 3D coordinates. This was repeated to acquire the tumour volume in all phases as a 3D point cloud coordinates (x , Y , z ). Then the tumour centre of gravity was extracted. Figure 5 illustrates lung tumour centre of gravity motion during respiration for a single patient.
a. The original data is then projected to these basic vector by:
where Cs,s and Cs,t are the within-set covariance and between-set covariance matrices respectively. In this primary investigation, the average value of the correlation coefficient p across all datasets was very high. It has mean 0.87 and standard deviation 0.21.
F. Prediction Models
The anterior surface motion was predicted using two dif ferent methods; AKDE and GMR. Their performances were compared. Let E., = (X, X) be the training set composed of N data points / time of D dimensions where X corresponds to the external surface trajectory and X represents the external surface velocity. The joint pdf and probability of a datapoint being in a GMM of K Gaussians are calculated using AKDE [1] and GMR [11] respectively. After predicting the highest likelihood of future position of the anterior surface, the tu mour's future position is estimated using the CCM model at any anterior position. For each data sets a leave one-out method was applied to validate the proposed algorithm. Ta ble II summaries the results of the correlation-prediction model. The average error has mean 0.44 and standard deviation 0.25 in AKDE and mean 0.84 and standard deviation 0.07 in GMR respectively. 
III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A method to predict the internal target position has been presented. By predicting the position of the anterior patient surface CCA can be utilized to correlate for example marker less external surface motion with internal target position. Com parison of the performance of AKDE versus GMR suggests that the AKDE model has increased performance within the limits of this datasets. The preliminary results of correlation prediction model indicate a considerably high correlation be tween the external surface motion and the lung tumour motion and less than Imm accuracy for predicting the internal target obtained. A minimum of 3mm margin is added around the tumour in the planning target volume to account for intra/inter motion. So, obtaining about Imm accuracy can reduce this margin and thus potentially save healthy tissue from unwanted irradiation.
